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ABSTRACT

In radiotherapy, the respiratory motion of the patient in treatment position is determined from gated cone-beam CT images. This method consists in selecting projections according to a respiratory signal for the reconstruction of a CT image of each respiratory state. This selection can be based on the amplitude or the phase of the signal. The number of selected projections also depends on the width of the gating window. The present study compares different reconstructions using a dynamic digital phantom of the thorax and a known respiratory signal. We applied both regular and irregular motions to this phantom and reconstructed the exhale state using different widths. We evaluated these reconstructions with the signal-to-noise ratio, the contrast-to-noise ratio and a blur criterion. In the case of a regular motion, there was no difference between the amplitude and the phase. The signal quality was high, even for the smallest width, and the blur increased with width. In the case of an irregular motion, the difference was noticeable. Amplitude-based reconstructions suffered from severe artifacts with the smallest width because there were respiratory cycles for which no projection was selected. This drawback is overcome by increasing the width of the gating window. Phase-based reconstructions also allowed to avoid artifacts, whatever the width. But the blur was higher, even for the smallest width applied. These results suggest that the gating process must be adjusted in order to select at least one projection per respiratory cycle. Phase gating is a robust way to achieve this goal when respiration is irregular. Amplitude gating may be more effective in terms of blur, but the width must be carefully chosen to avoid severe artifacts. Finally, we observed the potential of dynamic reconstruction by using a motion model to deform different gated CT images toward a common reference and compute the weighted mean. The resulting CT image suffered less from artifacts than each gated CT image separately even if artifacts were still visible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there has been an increasing interest of the radiation oncology community in cone-beam computed tomography (CT) scanners mounted on the gantry of medical linear accelerators.\textsuperscript{1,2} This imaging device allows to acquire CT images of the patient in treatment position. Unfortunately, like for other CT scanners, the motion of the patient during acquisition causes artifacts such as blur, streaks and bands.\textsuperscript{3} The methods available to correct these artifacts can be categorized in 3 classes, depending if they use (1) no motion information,\textsuperscript{4–6} (2) only simplified motion information like a respiratory signal, in which case the method is called respiratory-correlated or gated imaging,\textsuperscript{7–11} or (3) precise motion information like a dense vector field or a B-spline model, in which case the method is called dynamic imaging.\textsuperscript{12–15}

Gated cone-beam CT images of the thorax are obtained by using a respiratory signal to sort cone-beam projections depending on their position in the periodic respiratory cycle.\textsuperscript{7–9,11} This signal can be obtained in different ways, either using an external device\textsuperscript{7,8,10} or by image processing.\textsuperscript{9,11,16,17} The question of the respiratory signal has been addressed in several works\textsuperscript{18–20} but the motion is too complex to be simplified by a 1D signal\textsuperscript{21} and no definitive conclusion has been drawn.

However, even if the respiratory signal is perfect, i.e. if two identical values correspond to two identical positions of the thorax and conversely, it can be used in different ways. The first choice is between the use of
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the amplitude of the signal versus the use of the phase of the signal. Phase is linear between processed positions such as end-exhale and end-inhale. The second choice concerns the width of the gating window. To our knowledge, no study using digital data has addressed these points.

This study aimed to study the reconstruction of a CT image from a subset of the cone-beam projections selected using a respiratory signal known a priori. We proposed to use a dynamic digital phantom and simulated a set of cone-beam projections using regular and irregular signals. We then analyzed the reconstructions obtained by varying the width of the gating window, based on the amplitude or the phase of the signals. Finally, we studied the potential of dynamic reconstruction by a weighted mean of all gated CT images along the respiratory cycle and subjected to appropriate transformation.

2. METHOD

2.1. Digital phantom

The digital thorax phantom at the exhale state was a simplified version of the Forbild phantom\(^*\) (figure 1). A spherical tumor having a diameter of 3 cm was positioned in the lower part of the right lung. An analytical transformation was applied to this phantom to obtain the inhale state. This transformation was composed of translations and changes of volume of the different geometric parts of the phantom. Intermediate states between inhale and exhale were deduced linearly with a respiratory signal between 0 and 1.

A dense vector field representing the deformation between end-inhale and end-exhale was computed using the demons algorithm with a Gaussian regularization\(^25, 26\) (figure 1). (a) Sagittal, (b) coronal and (c) transverse slices of the digital phantom at the inhale state with computed motion vector field.

2.2. Respiratory signals

Two simulated acquisitions of the dynamic phantom were obtained with two different respiratory signals (figure 2). The first regular signal was based on the asymmetric sinusoidal model \(z = z_0 + b \cos^{2n}(\pi t/\tau)\) with \(n = 2\), \(\tau = 4\) s, \(z_0 = 0\) and \(b = 1\).\(^27, 28\) The second irregular signal was computed using a stochastic adaptation of the model with \(n = 2\), \(\tau = 4 \pm 0.5\) s, \(z_0 = 0 \pm 0.07\), \(b = 1 \pm 0.07\). The distribution was normal for \(z_0\) and log normal for \(b\) and \(\tau\).\(^29\) After computation, it was normalized between 0 (exhale) and 1 (inhale). The sampling period was set to 0.18 seconds. For each motion type, 640 analytical projections were computed regularly along a circular source trajectory using the open-source software Take\(^\dagger\). The parameters were chosen to simulate acquisition by an Elekta Synergy system\(^1\) (Elekta Oncology Systems Ltd., Crawley, West Sussex, United Kingdom).

2.3. Reconstruction

Static 3D reconstruction We implemented the method proposed by Feldkamp et al\(^30\) for cone-beam reconstruction (figure 3). The limited size of the detector provided truncated cone-beam projections and the resulting artifact was partially corrected using the heuristical method described by Ohnesorge et al.\(^31\)

\(^*\)http://www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/forbild/english/results/thorax/thorax.htm
\(^\dagger\)http://www.cvl.isy.liu.se/Research/Tomo/take/index.html
Figure 2. The first 20 seconds of the (a) regular and (b) irregular respiratory signals with their computed phase (dashed lines). Each point plotted on the curves corresponds to the acquisition of a cone-beam projection.

Figure 3. (a) Sagittal, (b) coronal and (c) transverse slices, of the reconstruction using the 640 projections of (1) the static phantom at end-exhale, and of the dynamic phantom with (2) a regular signal and (3) an irregular signal. The artifacts in (2) and (3) are due to the motion of the phantom between cone-beam projections.
Gated reconstruction  The gating window determines which projections are used in the reconstruction process according to the respiratory signal. We used a gating window centered on the end-exhale position with a varying width \( w \). We studied two different inputs: the amplitude of the respiratory signal directly, and the phase, obtained by processing the respiratory signal.\(^{22,24} \) End-exhale phase was set to 0%. The phase between two consecutive end-exhale phases is set linearly between 0% and 100% (figure 2).

Dynamic reconstruction  We observed the potential of the use of a more complex motion than just a 1D signal in the reconstruction. Several studies\(^{14,15,32} \) have proposed to deform each backprojection of the filtered projection using a motion model. If the motion is discretized into several positions, this is equivalent to computing the weighted mean of the different gated CT images along the respiratory cycle deformed toward a common reference. The weights correspond to the number of projections used to reconstruct each CT image. We know that all the points of the phantom move in phase along a straight line, so the vector field used to deform each image is the one computed in 2.1 weighted by the mean value of the respiratory signal of the selected projections.

2.4. Criteria
For a quantitative analysis of the reconstructions, we used three criteria previously defined in the literature. These criteria were applied to a region of interest (ROI) containing the tumor in all positions of the thorax (figure 4).

- The signal-to-noise ratio: 
  \[ \text{SNR(dB)} = 20 \log_{10} \frac{A_{\text{signal}}}{A_{\text{noise}}} \]  
  where \( A_I = \sqrt{\frac{1}{P} \sum_{i=1}^{P} x_i^2} \) is the root mean square of the intensity of \( P \) pixels in image \( I \), the signal is our reference, i.e. the computed end-exhale digital phantom, and the noise is the difference between the reconstruction to be evaluated and the signal.

- The contrast-to-noise ratio: 
  \[ \text{CNR} = \frac{| \mu_{\text{foreground}} - \mu_{\text{background}} |}{\sigma_{\text{background}}} \]  
  where \( \mu_R \) and \( \sigma_R \) are the mean and the standard deviation of the pixel values in region \( R \). The foreground in our ROI corresponds to the position of the tumor at end-exhale.

- The blur criterion (BC) proposed by Kriminski et al.\(^8 \) This method aims to quantify the blur independently from the noise by using an appropriate energy for a binary segmentation robust to noise. The optimal energy is computed with a graph-cut and used as a blur criterion. More details can be found in the article by Kriminski et al.\(^8 \)

3. RESULTS
We reconstructed the exhale state using different widths \( w \) of the gating window, in the presence of a regular or an irregular motion, and based on the amplitude or the phase of the respiratory signals (figure 4). The number \( N \) of projections selected by the gating window depends on both the signal and the width.

3.1. Regular motion
Results were similar whether using the amplitude or the phase: the SNR, the CNR and the BC gave identical curves (figure 5). The only difference was that amplitude selected more projections than phase for small widths (figure 4) because more time was spent at the extreme states of the respiratory cycle. Signal quality, measured by the SNR and the CNR, slightly increased until 200-250 projections were selected and decreased afterwards. The blur was minimal for the smallest width.

3.2. Irregular motion
Results were different whether using amplitude or phase. When using amplitude and the smallest width \( w = 0.05 \), no projections were selected from some respiratory cycles. This caused severe visual artifacts (figure 6), confirmed numerically by the lowest values of SNR and CNR and a disturbed BC (figure 5). Results were improved when increasing the width to \( w = 0.1 \), a value for which the blur was comparable to the one obtained with a regular motion. No such artifact was found when using the phase, whatever the width, but the minimal blur was higher than the one obtained using amplitude.
Figure 4. Coronal slices of amplitude-based and phase-based reconstructed images in the region of interest using different gating window widths $w$, resulting in the selection of a number $N$ of projections, in the presence of a regular or an irregular motion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular $w$</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Irregular $N$ | 32 | 104 | 247 | 324 | 378 | 429 | 579 | 527 | 586 | 625 | 640 |
| Amplitude    |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| Phase        |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |

Figure 5. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and normalized blur criterion of the gated reconstruction in the region of interest (figure 4) for regular (light green and blue) and irregular (dark black and red) motions based on the amplitude (full lines) or the phase (dashed lines) of the respiratory signal.
3.3. Dynamic reconstruction from gated reconstructions

We reconstructed 10 gated CT images obtained with the same window width $w = 0.1$ and different window centers $c$ in order to select all the projections once, and only once, in all gated reconstructions. This window was applied to the amplitude of the signal to minimize the blur. Table 1 summarizes the number of projections selected for the different motions and the different reconstructions. Figure 7 compares the resulting images with other reconstructions. Figure 8 is a quantitative comparison of the different reconstructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.35</th>
<th>0.45</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>0.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular motion</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular motion</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of projections selected for a gating window width $w = 0.1$ and different window centers $c$, depending on the motion type. The sum of each line is equal to the total number of projections (640), because gating windows are strictly adjacent between 0 and 1.

Dynamic reconstruction significantly improves the quality of the image. SNR and CNR values are close to the reference, i.e. reconstruction with the same number of projections (640) but without motion (figure 9). The blur remains minimal, as in gated CT reconstruction. However, visually, the streak artifacts are not fully eliminated but only attenuated (figure 7).

4. DISCUSSION

This study of a numerical and dynamic phantom with controllable respiratory signal allows to observe the reconstruction obtained with different widths of the gating window, and variations between the amplitude or the phase of the respiratory signal.

In the presence of a regular motion, amplitude and phase give similar results (figure 9). Minimal width applied to amplitude is a good compromise between the signal quality of the reconstruction and the blur due to the motion. We conclude like Dietrich et al.\[7\] that increasing the width does not significantly increase the signal quality because the additional projections selected are angularly adjacent to the others and, as a consequence, do not fill regularly the angular gaps along the source trajectory.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No motion</th>
<th>Regular motion</th>
<th>Irregular motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gated</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Gated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 7. (a) Sagittal, (b) coronal and (c) transverse slices of the reconstructed images with static reconstruction, gated reconstruction or dynamic reconstruction, without motion or in the presence of regular motion or irregular motion.

Figure 8. Quantitative criterion applied to the reconstructions displayed in figure 7.
Things are slightly more complicated when the phantom is subjected to irregular motion. The use of minimal width applied to the amplitude of the respiratory signal causes severe artifacts (figure 6). There are two strategies to overcome this problem. The first one is intuitive and consists in increasing the width of the gating window until reaching a good compromise between signal quality and blur due to the motion. But this can be difficult to achieve when using real data. The second strategy is to use the phase of the respiratory signal which equates to deducing a regular signal from the irregular one. This is efficient in terms of signal quality of the reconstructed image because projections are more regularly selected along the source trajectory (figure 5). But, because of the irregular nature of the motion, the reconstruction is based on projections corresponding to different positions of the thorax, which causes blur (figure 5).

The quantitative comparison of the reconstructions obtained with regular and irregular motions is not possible in this case. The observation of the respiratory signals (figure 2) and the number of projections selected for a given width of the gating window (figure 4) and for different motion patterns demonstrate that a lot more projections are available near the exhale position in the case of a regular signal than in the case of an irregular signal. It remains desirable, in radiotherapy, to be able to reconstruct the extreme position occupied by the tumor in both cases, even if this is less likely achieved with an irregular signal than a regular signal. A similar study conducted on an intermediate position in the respiratory cycle would provide interesting complementary results.

If the motion is fully known, one can deform the different gated reconstructions toward a same reference image, calculate the weighted mean and thus obtain clearly better results (figures 7 and 8). Streak artifacts are nevertheless still visible. Dynamic reconstruction assumes that the deformation of each backprojection should conduct to the same result as the reconstruction without motion. This heuristic is false because the analytic formulation of the reconstruction assumes that the integral along the ray follows a straight line. There is yet no analytic reconstruction formula for any complex deformation. Moreover, we simplified the motion model of the respiration by discretizing it in only ten different positions.

5. CONCLUSION
This study points out the pros and cons of amplitude-based and phase-based reconstructions for gated cone-beam imaging of the thorax. It shows the difficulty of finding a compromise between signal quality and blur. Dynamic reconstruction is potentially very powerful but the achievement of the motion model is still an issue. Future works should address the optimization of acquisition parameters for gated imaging, such as gantry speed, the study of other reconstruction algorithms, particularly for dynamic reconstruction, and a similar comparative study using real data.
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